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By Sarah Morgan

Harlequin HQN. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Mass Market Paperback. 384 pages. Dimensions:
6.6in. x 4.2in. x 0.9in.Uplifting, sexy and warm, Sarah Morgans ONeil Brothers series is perfection. Jill
Shalvis, New York Times bestselling authorThis winter, ex-skiing champion, reformed heartbreaker
and single dad Tyler ONeil has only one missionmaking sure his daughter, Jess, has the best
Christmas ever. The fact that his best friend, Brenna, is also temporarily moving into his chalet at
the overbooked Snow Crystal resort is a delicious distraction hes simply going to have to ignore.
Theirs is the one relationship hes never ruined, and hes not about to start now. Ski pro Brenna
Daniels knows all about the perils of unrequited loveshes been in love with Tyler for years. But living
with him is absolute torture How can she concentrate on being his friend when hes sleeping in the
room next door Then when Tyler kisses Brenna, suddenly the relationship shes always dreamed of
feels so close she could almost touch it. Could this be the Christmas her dreams of a happy-ever-
after finally come true This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from
Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Mass Market Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication will not be easy to get going on reading but really exciting to read through. it was writtern really perfectly and beneficial. I found out this
pdf from my i and dad suggested this publication to find out.
-- Ga r r ett Ada m s-- Ga r r ett Ada m s

This is an amazing book that I actually have actually read through. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not truly feel
monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogs are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS-- Scottie Schr oeder  DDS
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